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Sign/Ruler
Aries/Ma
Taurus/Ve
Gemini/Me
Cancer/Mo
Leo/Sun
Virgo/Me
Libra/Ve
Scorpio/Ma
Sagittarius/Ju
Capricorn/Sa
Aquarius/Sa
Pisces/Ju

Meridian
Lung
Large intestine
Stomach
Spleen
Heart
Small intestine
Bladder
Kidney
Pericardium
Triple Burner
Gall bladder
Liver

Phase
Time
Metal
3-5 am
Meta
5-7 aml
Earth
7-9 am
Earth
9-11 am
Fire
11 am – 1 pm
Fire
1-3 pm
Water (Yin) 3-5 pm
Water (Yin) 5-7 pm
Fire
7-9 pm
Fire
9-11 pm
Wood
11 pm – 1 am
Wood
1-3 am

Clogstoun-Willmott=s Polarities

Specific Works in the Field
Clogstoun-Willmott, Jonathan. 1985. Western
Astrology and Chinese Medicine. Destiny Books:
Rochester, VT.

PWood-Metal
Western astrologers may equate Air with
Wood
Western astrologers may equate Earth with
Metal
PFire-Water
PEarth is everywhere, and nowhere

Practices at the Edinburgh Natural Health Centre

Five Phases or Elements
Clogstoun-Willmott=s Polarities
PThe Chinese word
suggests change, not a
static concept
PBoth cycles work
simultaneously
PIn medicine, the
sequence suggests
blockages or stagnate
energy
Blue: generative Black: control

Ke Diagram
Clogstoun-Willmott, p 163
The Control Cycle, expressed as Organs

The Basic Elements
Element
Wood
Metal
Fire
Water
Earth

Season
Color
spring
green
autumn
White
summer
red
winter
black
Indian summer yellow

Yang Organ Yin Organ
Gall bladder Liver
Large intestine Lung
Small intestine Heart
Bladder
Kidney
Stomach
Spleen

Orifice
Eyes
Mouth
Ears
Urinary
Nose

Rulerships between Systems

Transmission of other Systems
P3rd c. CE: Sardulakarna-vadana is translated into
Chinese as Modengjiajing.
PNakshatras introduced during Jin era (250-316).
P718 Hindu calendar translated
PPingree gives Hellenistic transmission as about
269.
PMore Hellenistic material came over from Persian
in 8th c. CE

Yin-Yang
PA Taoist concept
PA philosophical dualism
PThe dark side and the light side of a hill or
mountain
PGenerates Qi, which generates the five
elements

Yin and Yang
PYang: East, South, bright, hot, light, fire,
exterior, animal, aggressive, spicy, sweet,
Summer, ascending, right, expansion, Sun
PYin: West, North, dark, cold, heavy, water,
interior, vegetable, receptive, sour, bitter, salty,
Winter, descending, left, contraction, Moon
PThe list makes Yang look like Fire and Yin
like Water, like Clogstoun-Willmott=s first
polarity.

Chinese Astrology
PThe Chinese used the word shuxue exactly
as our term mathematics in all its variations.
PAstrology was sufficiently developed by
722- 480 bce for emperor to know fortune.
PAuspicious dates picked by Warring States.
PChinese 60 day divinatory system (Han)
later overlaid by Indian and Hellenistic
astrology.

Transmission of other Systems
PThe Tetrabiblos was translated and
apparently presented to the Tang emperor by
Adam the Nestorian, who became known
under the name Jingjing, where it was known
as the Book of Four Departments.
PThe Chinese adopted the name xitian for
Western astrology (which is actually what it
means).

Transmission of other Systems
PThe monk Yixing (683-727) acquired the
patriarch Amoghavajria's teaching on both
Tantric Buddhism and Vedic astrology.
PIt was in Amoghavajria's work Xiuyaojing
(759) that the Hellenistic and Vedic zodiac was
introduced, as well as Rahu and Ketu.
PIt is after these transmissions that twelvefold
astrological charts appear using houses.

Balance, or Flow?
PHippocratic medicine is founded upon the
principle of eucrasia, or balance of the four
humoral fluids.
PChinese medicine is based upon the
principle of change - whatever is true today
will not be true eventually.

Water Issues
Sample
12 House
Chart
Ho, p 74

Wood Issues
PEmotion: anger
PEmotional outlet: humor or laughter
PResults from frustration of forward or upward
motion
PWind disease, which include colds and flus

PEmotion: irritability
PEmotional outlet: doing for others
PResults from inability to rest, constant
interruptions, excess stimulants, eating and
drinking too fast
PHearing acute, trembling or twitching,
disturbed dreams

Earth Issues
PEmotion: compassion
PEmotional outlet: singing
PResults from hypochondria, brooding,
insecurity, fears
PDigestive disorders, over or under weight,
edema, blocked lymph nodes, joints, poor
circulation, lassitude, melancholy, poor
memory, obsession

Fire Issues
PEmotion: joy
PEmotional outlet: grounding
PResults from unexpected bad news, or
anything which robs the Native of selfconfidence or sureness
PWorry, palpitations, either profuse sweating,
or cold extremities, delirium

Metal Issues
PEmotion: grieving
PEmotional outlet: meditation
PResults from not letting go, blockages,
holding the emotions in
PSlow reaction time, exhaustion, depression,
paleness, shortness of breath

Schwarzenegger: Notes
PHealth issue: heart valve surgery 4/16/1997
PHere with Sun, r-Asc, dignified and in the 1 st
house, the danger is excess, not deficiency
PSaturn, r-6 th, also in 1st in detriment: here the
stress is of his own making

A Note about Chinese Elements
PEach of the twelve animal signs is based on a
Chinese character whose origin is unknown: in
other words, the assignment of animal names
came much later than the usage of the concept.
PEach animal sign consists of a stem and a
branch: i.e., each of the signs is, by definition,
one particular element.

Chinese Signs and Elements
Rat – Yin Water
Ox – Yin Earth
Tiger – Yang Wood
Rabbit – Yin Wood
Dragon – Yang Earth
Snake – Yang Fire

Horse – Yin Fire
Sheep – Yin Earth
Monkey – Yang Metal
Chicken – Yin Metal
Dog – Yin Earth
Pig – Yang Water

Note the doubling of the Earth element, with two of each Yin/Yang
status. This means that, statistically, Earth should show up very
commonly in the Branch delineations.

Rock Hudson: Notes
PHealth issues: quint bypass, AIDS, died of
cancer
PSun and r-Asc are in cold signs, which speaks
more to deficiency than excess
PSun in partile square to Neptune emphasizes the
model of immune deficiency – and may also point
to the heart problem
PJupiter ruling the 6 th has a certain association
with cancer
PSaturn is Almuten of the 5 th – retention is the
faculty at issue

Rock Hudson: Notes
PStems show wood and
fire influences
PBranches show earth
influences
PWood => liver (anger)
PFire => heart (joy)
PEarth => pancreas/
spleen (security)
PWood=>Fire => Earth
in generative cycle.

Schwarzenegger: Chinese
PIn the stems, he's got
a strong fire influence
PHis branches show a
predominant earth
influence
PFire => heart (joy)
PEarth => spleen/
pancreas (security)
PFire => Earth in
generative cycle.

Orson Welles: Notes
PHealth issue: died of a heart attack on
10/10/1985; adult weight problems suggest
diabetes or other metabolic disorder
PSun and r-Asc in cold signs suggesting
deficiency: both disposed by Venus in detriment
Pr-6th is also co-Almuten of the 8 th
PSaturn is Almuten of the 5 th – retention is the
faculty at issue

Orson Welles: Notes
PStems show Wood
PBranches show Earth
PWood => liver (anger)
PEarth => pancreas/
spleen (security)
PWood ==> Earth in
Control Cycle
PNote that Wood/Earth
describes the principle
organs of sugar diseases

About the Control Cycle

PThe control cycle is also called the grandparent cycle,
because there is one element in between compared to
the generative cycle.
PLook for that “intermediate” element to be an
important consideration.
PIn Welles' case, that “intermediate” element is Fire =>
heart

George Harrison: Notes
PHealth issue: lived with, and died of cancer
PSun, Moon and r-Asc are all in Cold and Wet
signs, suggesting deficiency condition(s)
PJupiter and Venus both strong in 5 th => digestion
and assimilation are strong
PLooking at four faculty planets, only Moon is in
Detriment,so the danger in this body is excreting
whatever is taken into the body: difficulty of
detox'ing

George Harrison: Notes
PStems show strong
Water influence
PBranches show
Earth
PWater => kidneys
(contemplation)
PEarth => pancreas/
spleen (security)
PEarth ==>water in
control cycle

Harrison's Control Cycle

PThe control cycle has one element in between
compared to the generative cycle.
PLook for that “intermediate” element to be an
important consideration.
PIn Harrison's case, that “intermediate” element is Metal
=> lung

